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F U L L  M O O N  

Nayestones presents its Full Moon collection, symbol of femininity and

the cycles inherent in life. The moon inspired the designer who

imagined a delicate and minimalist design. According to the different

pieces of the collection, some are subtly set with diamonds and others

are intentionally not, leaving the warm and pure gold clor as a reminder

of the moon.

The Full Moon Solitaire ring reveals the beauty of the unique diamond

stone through an ellipse that crosses it like a shooting star above the

moon. Modern and ultra-desirable this ring will make women reluctant

to solitaire rings change their mind! As for the new Eclipse Moon ring, it

can be used as a promise ring and fits perfectly well with the already

existing Full Moon diamond ring.

The Moon Ellipse Earcuff does not require an earhole and adorns the

ear with a unique sculptural and enigmatic earring like a crescent moon

hanging from the lobe.

Natalie Schayes takes the side of bold graphics and sails while keeping

her brand identity. The jewellery follows the curves of the body thanks to

the fine lines of 18K Gold.

Here the designer continues her research where the body and the jewel

become one. After finding the shape, the first job is to study the features

of the skin and then come to deposit the overhead lines of her jewelry.

Far from formal jewellery, Nayestones conceived a delicate universe,

fragile and powerful at the same time, celebrating women in their

complexity and beauty.
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T H E  D E S I G N E R

Nayestones was founded by Natalie Schayes. As working with stones is at

the heart of her creations, the brand name Nayestones is a combination

of her first and last names and the word stones.

As a designer, Natalie develops the collections and defines the brand

image. Her work is strongly influenced by minimalism and she uses clean

lines and curves in het jewellery.

Natalie has a complete understanding of the body and its movements.

She designs original and balanced jewels that embrace the curves of the

body. The Nayestones creations are aimed at all women, from those who

advocate boldness to those who prefer sensuality.

Her ambition is to create timeless and refined jewellery from gold and

precious stones.

V I D E O

From the designer explaining the brand and its collections: 
https://youtu.be/7qQ7zmgM3FE



T H E  W O R K S H O P  

Nayestones jewellery is handmade in Antwerp by a team of goldsmiths

and artisans with whom the designer works closely.

Antwerp is a Belgian city in the Flemish region of Belgium and since the 

15th century to be the diamond capital. Antwerp is not only a business 

centre, the city is primarily involved in preserving valuable know-how.

Natalie Schayes chose Antwerp to benefit from the undisputed quality of 

its multiple craftspeople as well as the proximity that promotes local 

work. Its workshop meets quality requirements in terms of sustainability, 

ethics, security, transparency and service.

Each piece is made on demand for the customer, hence the possibility to 

customize the stone, the color of the gold and to meet any specific

request.



C o l l e c t i o n

Find Nayestones’ jewellery in a selection of international boutiques as 

well as in the showroom open by appointment near Brussels (Belgium) 

or on the webshop.

Natalie Schayes

info@nayestones.com

+32 (0)474 215 608 

www.nayestones.com

Please find all the pictures of this collection in the link below : 

Nayestones would be delighted to be mentionned through your lines.

The designer remains at your disposal to answer all your questions.

To the photos: https://goo.gl/photos/ytNV4zcFPy2UHeyL8

P r e s s s p a c e

Discover the press space on our website with all our timeless press

releases.

https://nayestones.com/pages/presse

@nayestones

@nayestones

To the videos :  https://photos.app.goo.gl/o3tsRFDN7UR37Rgr8
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